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Market Data (as of April 24, 2019)
Current Price
C$0.15
Fair Value
C$0.39
Rating*
BUY
Risk*
4
52 Week Range
C$0.08 - C$0.54
Shares O/S
98,689,734
Market Cap
$14.80 M
Current Yield
N/A
P/E (forward)
N/A
P/B
0.75x
YoY Return
-68.00%
YoY CSE
-6.15%
*see back of report for rating and risk definitions

**$ denotes C$ unless otherwise specified.

Highlights
 FinCanna Capital Corp. (“FinCanna”, “company”) is a royalty
financing company focused on the U.S. licensed (legal) cannabis
industry, in particular, cannabis businesses in the state of California.
 Exposure Along the Supply Chain: The company currently
maintains a portfolio of four royalty investments, with the investees
ranging from companies in extraction, processing, finished goods
manufacturing, point-of-sale software and compliance. This allows the
company to diversify across sub-segments of the licensed cannabis
industry, benefitting from growth without undue risk tied to overconcentration in a single business model.
 Non-Dilutive Capital for Investees, Perpetual Returns for the
Company: FinCanna’s royalty financing model is non-dilutive for
investees as equity financings tend to be, and avoids fixed interest
payments and restrictive covenants associated with debt. Instead,
flexible funding yields a portion of the investee’s topline, payable to
the company in perpetuity.
 Royalty Financing a Proven Business Model: FinCanna’s business
model reflects that of many successful and prominent royalty
financiers in other industries. Royalty financing is prevalent in the
mining industry, with giants such as Franco Nevada Corp. (TSX: FNV
/ market cap: $17.52 B) demonstrating the profitability of royalties.
 We are initiating coverage with a BUY rating and a fair value
estimate of $0.39 per share.
Risks






Key Financial Data (FYE - APR 30)
(C$)
Cash
Working Capital
Assets
Total Debt
Revenues
Net Income
EPS (basic)

Cannabis remains illegal at the federal level in the U.S.
Company has limited control over the activities of the investee.
Access to capital and share dilution risk.
Exchange rate risk.
Illiquidity risks.

2018

2019E

$
2,716,030 $ 4,742,807
$
2,911,104 $ 4,742,807
$ 13,132,730 $ 26,855,325
$
$ 4,800,000
$
838,148 $ 3,469,389
$ -12,695,539 $
15,174
$
-0.31 $
0.00

2020E
$ 5,089,489
$ 5,307,628
$ 27,470,023
$ 4,800,000
$ 4,362,777
$
-363,483
$
-0.00
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Company
Overview

FinCanna is a royalty financing company for U.S. licensed cannabis businesses in jurisdictions
where cannabis is legal, with a focus on California. FinCanna was incorporated in British
Columbia on November 28, 2016, and went public via a Reverse Take Over (“RTO”)
transaction with Astar Minerals Ltd. on December 29, 2017. The company’s aim is to use
management’s extensive investment expertise to identify best-in-class cannabis companies
and provide a royalty solution that is non-dilutive, less restrictive than conventional debt
covenants, but still allows FinCanna exposure to the company’s growth through a royalty on
the investee’s future revenues. To date, the company has advanced financing to the following
four companies:
1) ez Green Compliance Inc. (“GCI”): GCI has developed a proprietary enterprise
compliance point-of-sale (“POS”) software solution, ezGreen, for licensed cannabis
dispensaries and cultivators.
2) Refined Resin Technologies Inc. (“RRT”): RRT is a cannabis research and refinery
company based in Oakland, California. RRT has leased a 6,000 square-foot facility in
Oakland that will be retrofitted into a cannabis extraction laboratory, which is expected
to be operational in Q2/Q3-2019.
3) QVI Inc. (“QVI”): QVI is currently undergoing the re-fitting and build-out of a 8,300
square-foot commercial kitchen, from which they expect to begin contract infused
products manufacturing in Q2-2019.
4) Cultivation Technologies Inc. (“CTI”): Formerly focused on cannabis extraction at
their Coachella facility, CTI is pivoting their focus to cannabis extraction and
derivatives manufacturing to a new location within California.
Investee Company Funding (Cash) Funding (Shares) Total Funding
Royalty Rate
GCI
$
3,000,000
$
3,000,000
10.00%
RRT
$
3,500,000 $
1,295,000 $
4,795,000
11.75%
QVI
$
3,000,000
$
3,000,000
15.00%
CTI*
$
6,000,000
$
6,000,000
3.44%
*Note that the investment in CTI was originally a loan, part of which has since been repaid. The accrued
interest on the loan has been forgiven in order to secure the royalty.

Source: FRC

The companies above are private, and FinCanna’s royalty financing model offers an attractive
capital solution for these businesses. As cannabis is still a federally illegal drug in the U.S.,
traditional bank debt is not accessible to U.S. cannabis companies, making financing difficult
to obtain. On the other hand, going public is an expensive process and dilutes the equity
interest of owners whilst also increasing the scrutiny upon financial reporting and earnings of
the business. FinCanna’s royalty model strikes a happy medium, offering U.S. cannabis
businesses with necessary funds without compelling investees to submit to restrictive debt
covenants or cede control of the business. Due to the structure of their financing model,
FinCanna in turn benefits from the growth of their investee, with potential sales and earnings
growth arising from FinCanna’s targeted investments resulting in higher returns to the
company, aligning FinCanna’s interests with their investees.
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Benefits of the FinCanna Royalty Financing Model to Investees

Source: Company

GCI Investment On February 6, 2018, the company entered into a royalty agreement with GCI, a cannabis
compliance software company based out of Sunrise, Florida. GCI has developed “ezGreen
Compliance”, a POS software solution that is compliant with the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (“HIPAA”) as well as state laws governing cannabis sale and
distribution. GCI enables compliance with these laws by ensuring that their clients who use
ezGreen are handling confidential patient data properly, reducing security risks and financial
and criminal liability arising from violations. Features of ezGreen include:
 POS Simplified: ezGreen is a flexible platform that can be integrated with the existing
transaction processing systems and databases of the client through its flexible active
programming interface (“API”).
 HIPAA Compliant: ezGreen monitors the cannabis laws of the state in which the
client operates, ensuring that the software is up to date and compliant, so that clients
can focus on the operation of their business.
 Data Security: ezGreen is powered and supported by Automated Healthcare
Solutions, a point of care dispensing software and amongst the largest in the U.S.
According to GCI, Automated Healthcare Systems has not had a single HIPAA
violation in over 16 years of dispensary reporting. In addition, Automated Healthcare
Systems supports over 3,500 physician operated clinics and dispensaries throughout
the U.S.
 Cost Prevention: The prevention of HIPAA violations and data breaches minimizes
costs and time related to compliance expenditures. Additionally, each legal dispensing
state determines the daily consumption limits that are tracked through GCI.
In addition to the above, the ezGreen platform was expanded on October 11, 2018, to include
a new comprehensive taxation feature to automate revenue reporting for clients. GCI intends
to integrate the solution into their ezGreen platform, which will be distributed to its growing
client network.
With regards to their business model and target markets, GCI will generate revenues via fees
charged to clients for the use of their ezGreen software platform. The business model is based
on the Software-as-a-Service (“SAAS”) model with revenues derived from both subscriptions
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and/or on a per transaction basis. The company has initiated sales and intends to initially target
the 12 states where the Marijuana Enforcement Tracking Reporting Compliance (“METRC”)
system, a turnkey solution which provides end to end tracking and tracing of marijuana plants
and products, is approved. This is because the GCI technology performs optimally when
installed at the dispensary level and integrated with the METRC technology, according to the
company.
Under their royalty agreement with GCI, the company agreed to invest up to US$3
million in GCI in multiple tranches, in return for a perpetual royalty equal to 10% of
the gross annual revenues of GCI (subject to certain undisclosed buy-back options). To
date, the company has advanced US$1.75 million to GCI, and the remaining US$1.25 million
is to be forwarded to GCI dependent on the completion of certain milestones.
At this point in time, it is unclear whether or not GCI is generating revenues, as the company
has not disclosed this information. GCI’s website would suggest that sales of the ezGreen
platform have begun, but royalty revenues from GCI have yet to be generated or reflected in
the company’s financials.
The issue of HIPPA violations and remaining compliant with governing laws is one that is
prominent for many cannabis dispensaries and businesses that collect confidential patient
information. This is because fines arising from violations of HIPAA can be significant, and
depending on the dispensary’s level of negligence, can be as high as US$50,000 per violation
for a maximum gross penalty of US$1.50 million.
HIPAA Violation Penalties and Tiering of Negligence

Source: Compliancy Group

Based on information from the U.S. Human Services Office for Civil Rights, it is estimated
that a total of US$75.77 million in large-scale HIPAA violation fines have been charged as a
result of non-compliance with HIPAA. Whilst this number captures HIPAA fines across all
businesses to which HIPAA applies (not cannabis-specific), it still captures the potential costs
to a business of failing to remain compliant.
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RRT
Investment

On February 15, 2018, the company signed a binding term sheet with RRT, to fund US$3
million in multiple tranches for a tiered royalty, adjusted based on revenue milestones and
ranging from 5% to 14% of RRT’s revenue. On July 10, 2018, the company expanded the
royalty agreement to include the initial royalty as well as an additional royalty entitling
FinCanna to a further 2% of RRT’s consolidated revenues, bringing FinCanna’s tiered revenue
royalty to 7% to 16%, with RRT having the option to repurchase the royalties subject to certain
undisclosed terms. The combined effective royalty rate for FinCanna is 11.75% on the first
US$160 million in revenue for RRT.
For the additional royalty, FinCanna has agreed to fund an additional US$1.80 million,
US$0.50 million of which will be paid in cash, and US$1.30 million of which will be paid in
FinCanna shares at an undisclosed deemed price per share. The total funding amounts to
US$3.50 million in cash and US$1.30 million in common shares of the company. As of the
date of this report, the company has advised that it has advanced US$3 million of their funding
commitments to RRT.
As mentioned in the beginning of this report, RRT is a cannabis research and refinement/
extraction company based in Oakland, California. The company is currently retrofitting a
6,000 square-foot leased facility to operate as a medical cannabis extraction laboratory, with
the initiation of operations expected in Q2/ Q3 of 2019. Whilst extraction/ processing capacity
has not been disclosed, the below table outlines the processing capacity per square-foot of
Canadian cannabis extraction companies. Based on the adjusted average, we estimate that
RRT should be capable of processing 10,391 kg of dried cannabis per annum, with
maximum expected revenues of US$77.94 million per annum. We outline our revenue
forecast assumptions in the valuation section of this report.
Company
Valens GroWorks Corp.
Neptune Wellness Solutions Inc.
Medipharm Labs Corp.
Radient Technologies Inc.
Indiva Ltd.
Average (Excluding Valens)

Ticker
Processing Capacity (kg) Facility Area (sq.ft)
CSE: VGW
240,000
25,000
TSX: NEPT
30,000
50,000
TSXV: LABS
150,000
70,000
TSXV: RTI
56,000
23,000
TSXV: NDVA
70,000
40,000

Implied Extraction Yield (kg/ sq.ft)
9.60
0.60
2.14
2.43
1.75
1.73

Source: FRC, Public Disclosures

RRT acquired a Temporary Manufacturing License on December 13, 2018, which authorizes
RRT to engage in commercial cannabis activities, and RRT has applied for a permanent
license. Upon initiation of operations at the facility, RRT intends to become a B2B wholesaler
of bulk THC distillate (and other cannabinoids derived via butane extraction) to licensed
medical cannabis dispensaries, cannabinoid infused product manufacturers, as well as others
in the cannabis supply chain. As part of their business plan, they plan to provide white-labeling
services to retailers and dispensaries that do not have direct access to compliant cannabis
production facilities.
Despite the fact that RRT has yet to commence operations at their facility, demand for their
future services has been significant and immediate. On September 26, 2018, FinCanna
announced that RRT had received its first purchase order for THC distillate, with the purchase
order totaling US$0.84 million. The undisclosed client is purportedly a high-volume
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California cannabis brand that manufactures a diversified cannabis product line, which is
distributed and sold across the state of California. The US$0.84 million purchase order is
specified as the minimum annual amount, with the company expecting that monthly volumes
and payments could escalate based on consistent delivery, performance, and product quality.
This was followed up on October 3, 2018, with RRT’s second purchase order for THC
distillate, with the order being for a minimum amount of US$9.60 million. The undisclosed
client is reported to be a prominent California cannabis company with statewide distribution.
As with their first order, the US$9.60 million purchase order is specified as the minimum
annual amount, with actual receipts being potentially higher depending on performance and
consistency of RRT. The securing of two purchase orders by RRT with a minimum annual
value of US$10.44 million (which we speculate may be a recurring revenue stream dependent
on RRT’s performance) in advance of initiating extraction at their facility implies favorable
market demand. Given FinCanna’s current effective royalty rate of 11.75% on RRT’s
revenues, the two purchase orders imply annual royalty revenue of US$1.23 million due
to FinCanna, which we expect will be recognized in their financial statements during
calendar 2019. Given only the expected royalty on the above purchase orders, the implied
yield on FinCanna’s US$4.80 investment is 25.56% p.a.
QVI Investment On January 31, 2019, the company entered into an agreement with QVI to provide funding of
US$3 million in tranches, with a perpetual tiered royalty ranging between 6% and 15% on
QVI’s revenues. FinCanna will earn a peak royalty of 15% on QVI’s annual sales until
cumulative annual royalties reach US$10 million, at which point the royalty rate will drop
(figure undisclosed). The first tranche of US$1.25 million has been funded, with the remaining
funding to be disbursed via separate tranches forwarded in April and July of 2019, subject to
certain milestones being met.
Sonoma, California based QVI is a cannabis-infused edibles manufacturer that is currently
undergoing a refitting of its 8,300 square-foot facility with dedicated spaces for a large-scale
commercial kitchen. Upon completion, QVI expects their commercial kitchen to be capable
of producing infused baked goods, infused chocolates, and an infused hard candy and gummy
line. A portion of the facility will also be sectioned off and be designated specifically for
contract manufacturing for additional products, including topical creams, tinctures, vapes, prerolls, and dried flower assembly and packaging. QVI’s near-term objective is to become a
leading contract manufacturer in California, building a client base including incumbent
companies that have goods that are sold at dispensaries as well as new companies attempting
to enter the market. Apart from white-labelling services, QVI intends to also produce their
own proprietary line of branded products, “Big Fish Edibles”.
QVI is currently executing a three-phase program, which we estimate should result in full
commercial operation in late 2019/ the beginning of 2020. The first phase includes the initial
procurement and refitting of the 8,300 square-foot facility, along with certain staff and
equipment. The first phase was completed on April 18, 2019. The second phase involves
testing all aspects of the completed facility and acquiring appropriate licensing, which the
company expects to be completed within five weeks of the completion of the recently
completed phase one. The final phase will begin with the launch of commercial production to
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begin filling existing orders. The commercial launch of QVI is expected within two to three
months of receiving final building permits. According to the company, QVI has vetted over
70 potential cannabis operators in need of contract manufacturing across a wide variety of
products. Based on initial agreements alone, according to the company, QVI is expected
to generate first year revenue of US$5 million, without considering additional growth or
on-boarding of other clients.
The ability of QVI to draw such fervent interest in their contract manufacturing services,
which have yet to even begin, is unsurprising given the material opportunities within the
California cannabis-infused edibles space. Based on statistics cited in our industry
overview, we believe that the 2018 California cannabis-infused edibles market clocked
US$301.20 million in sales, with many predicting that the segment will grow significantly as
the industry matures and consumer preferences adjust to non-combustible cannabis products.
As a result, a royalty investment in QVI allows FinCanna to benefit from both general growth
trends as well imminent cash flows from a business with pre-orders.
CTI Investment

CTI is a cannabis company that is in the business of cannabis extraction. According to the
company, CTI is one of the first companies in California to operate a legal cannabis solvent
extraction facility. Their interim facility is located in Coachella, California. Moving forward,
CTI intends to pivot operations from their interim facility to a leased 5,200 square foot facility
in Palm Desert, California, that is being designed to maximize their extraction, manufacturing
and brand development capacity. CTI intends to retrofit the Palm Desert facility as a
permanent cannabis extraction and manufacturing facility, where they will manufacture
premium cannabis for both their own Coachella Premium brand as well as white label
manufacturing for other cannabis brands. Production/ extraction capacity was not
disclosed, but based on the average extraction yield outlined in the RRT section above,
we believe that CTI’s Palm Desert facility will be capable of processing 9,006 kg of dried
flower per annum. The Palm Desert facility will target the lucrative Southern California
markets.
At current, CTI manufactures and distributes a single brand of premium cannabis under their
Coachella Premium product family. This brand consists of cannabis extracts and vape
cartridges, and is sold exclusively in California.
Coachella Premium Products

Source: CTI

However, CTI also provides contract manufacturing and distribution for other brands. This
includes a manufacturing and distribution agreement that CTI entered into on July 12, 2018,
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with Phoenix Tears LLC, allowing CTI to be the exclusive manufacturer and distributer of
Phoenix Tears’ THC products in the state of California. Phoenix Tears is a prominent cannabis
brand with a portfolio that include a full spectrum of THC-based oil dispensers, vaporizer
cartridges and vaporizer kits, and topical products. Phoenix Tears was incepted in 2010, and
purportedly has a consumer base of 200,000 globally. In addition to their Coachella Premium
brand and Phoenix Tears, CTI also provides extraction-as-a-service and distribution-as-aservice to other manufacturers and cannabis brands in the state of California.
With regards to the structure of FinCanna’s investment into CTI, the agreement has been
restructured since its original conception. Originally, the company had provided a secured
loan of US$6 million to CTI, with an interest rate of 10% with an option to purchase a project
specific royalty for US$8.1 million. However, CTI is now restructuring their business to focus
on the alternative facilities mentioned above and has sold their property in Coachella that
housed its interim extraction facility. As a result of the pivot, the terms of the funding
agreement between FinCanna and CTI have been restructured. The terms of the restructured
agreement between FinCanna and CTI are as follows:
 Principal amount: CTI owes FinCanna US$8 million, which comprises the original
principal of US$6 million plus accrued interest, and a restructuring fee.
 Repayment: On March 6, 2019, FinCanna received US$3.9 million as a partial
repayment generated from the sale of the Coachella property. The remaining principal
balance will be repaid quarterly, calculated based on approximately 3.44% of CTI’s
future net revenues.
 Conversion to Royalty: The company, at any time up to 30 days following repayment
of the remaining principal amount, may acquire a perpetual 3.44% royalty for
renunciation of all accrued interests on the remaining principal amount. This royalty
covers all of CTI’s current and future projects, and as a result, FinCanna will not need
to provide additional funding to maintain this royalty percentage.
According to management, whilst FinCanna are not required to provide additional funding,
CTI do require funding for the retrofit of the Palm Desert facility.
Cannabis in
California

California made the full adult use of cannabis legal at the beginning of 2018, joining the
continuously increasing list of U.S. states where cannabis is legalized at the state level. Despite
only recently having legalized the full adult use of cannabis, a strong cannabis culture, and a
large population, has made California one of the largest cannabis markets in the world by
value, with outsized growth expected to continue. According to BDS Analytics, in 2018,
California generated US$2.51 billion in cannabis sales, leading the U.S. as the highest
grossing state in cannabis sales. For reference, the next highest selling cannabis market in the
U.S., Colorado, reported sales of US$1.57 billion, making California’s inaugural cannabis
sales over 60% higher. California’s 2018 sales of US$2.51 billion were 38% dried flower,
33% concentrates, 12% ingestibles and 8% pre-rolls, according to BDS Analytics.
Though California has only recently made cannabis fully legal for adult use, California was
actually one of the first states in the U.S. to legalize medical Marijuana through the passage
of Proposition 215 and later SB420. Despite this early legislation, California lagged behind
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other U.S. states such as Colorado, Washington, Oregon, and Nevada, in enacting follow up
legislation to keep up with evolving Federal regulatory guidelines. The regulatory and
operational issues that have arisen as California’s fledgling cannabis industry has rolled out
has, until recently, discouraged substantial capital investment in its cannabis market. As a
result, California is characterized by small-scale market participants, many of whom are not
capable of producing quality product or complying with future expected state regulations. We
believe the fragmented market, lack of capital investment in prior years, and issues with
compliance, are prominent issues for cannabis businesses not only in California, but in
most U.S. states that have only recently legalized cannabis for full adult use. It may also
explain the demand for services provided by FinCanna’s investees, as well as their investment
in GCI’s compliance business.
Cannabis is illicit at the federal level in the U.S. and cannabis businesses in states where
cannabis is legal to some degree operate under guidelines delivered by the Department of
Justice under the “Cole Memo”. In 2013, James Cole, then the U.S. Deputy Attorney General,
issued a memorandum that suggested that cannabis businesses would not be federally
prosecuted or be subject to asset forfeiture if they complied with state law and did not impinge
upon federal "enforcement priorities." Furthermore, the legislation known as the
Rohrabacher-Farr amendment prohibits the U.S. Department of Justice from using federal
funds to interfere with state medical cannabis laws. The legislation now renamed the
Rohrabacher–Blumenauer amendment, was first introduced by U.S. Representative Maurice
Hinchey in 2001, and passed in 2014 following six failed attempts. The amendment has been
largely responsible for hindering federal drug enforcement agendas aimed at U.S. states
where medical cannabis use is legal. However, the amendment does not change the legal
status of cannabis at the federal level and must be renewed on an annual basis in order to
remain in effect. For this reason, investors should be cautious of investing in cannabis
businesses in California, and we believe that this perceived risk factors into FinCanna’s
investment decisions.
Management
Overview

The company’s Board of Directors has three members, two of which are independent. We
believe that a company’s board of directors should include independent or unrelated directors
who are free of any relationships or business that could materially interfere with the director’s
ability to act in the best interest of the company. Management and directors currently own
5.63 million common shares, or approximately 5.70% of the basic shares outstanding.
Individual
Andriyko Herchak
Robert Scott
Morris Reid
Robert Kamm

Position
CEO & Director
CFO
Chairman
Director

Common Shares
3,608,300
1,918,000
100,000

% of Total
3.66%
1.94%
0.10%
0.00%
5.70%

5,626,300

Source: FRC, Prospectus

Brief biographies of the senior management and board members, as provided by the company,
follow:
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Andriyko Herchak – CEO & Director
Mr. Herchak has over 20 years of executive leadership experience with publicly traded
companies. He was the former CFO of an international sales and marketing company
generating US$1.4B in annual sales and the former CFO of a mineral exploration company
that raised $100M and was sold for $650M cash. Mr. Herchak brings extensive experience of
financial raises, growing companies, managing and deploying capital.
Robert Scott – CFO
Mr. Robert Scott has over 20 years of experience in corporate finance, including merchant and
commercial banking, and public company management. He has served on the management
teams and boards of a number of Canadian publicly traded companies and has successfully
listed and managed several companies on the TSX Venture Exchange and Canadian Securities
Exchange.
Morris Reid – Independent Chairman
Mr. Reid is a globally recognized corporate and political strategist based in Washington, D.C
& London. He is a partner at Mercury, a high-stakes public strategy firm representing the
world’s most successful companies, leading advocacy groups, governments, political parties,
NGOs, and prominent public and political figures. His media contributions as an expert in
political & business marketing including; CNN, CNBC, MSNBC, NYT and USA Today.
Robert Kamm – Independent Director
Mr. Kamm has over 25 years’ experience operating and advising businesses from large
Fortune 500 corporations to venture capital backed companies. Mr. Kamm is currently a
principle and the Entrepreneur in Residence at Sandy Hill Venture Capital.
Financials

The company reported revenues of $0.50 million in Q3-FY2019 (quarter ended January 31,
2019), up 4.99% YoY. For the nine months, revenue was $2.97 million in FY2019, up
519.01% YoY. The reason for the large YoY increases in revenue was due to a $1.56 million
restructuring fee charged by the company to CTI in connection with the restructuring of their
funding agreement. Note that this restructuring fee was a non-cash item, and we do not believe
it will recur. In addition to the restructuring fee, the interest income on the CTI loan was also
non-cash but may recur so long as the principal of FinCanna’s loan to CTI goes unpaid. The
segmented revenues of the company are presented below:

*Interest income from loan denotes interest on the company’s loan to CTI

Source: Financial Statements

The table below outlines the company’s consolidated income statements during the period:
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STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(in C$) - YE April 30th
Revenue
COGS
Gross Profit

Q3-2018
479,200

Q3-2019
503,106

2018 (9M)
479,200

2019 (9M)
2,966,283

479,200

503,106

479,200

2,966,283

EXPENSES
SG&A Expense
Share-based Compensation
EBITDA

1,467,661
1,315,227
(2,303,688)

649,051
63,750
(209,695)

2,620,187
2,022,143
(4,163,130)

2,265,283
491,369
209,631

Depreciation & Amortization
EBIT

(2,303,688)

3,855
(213,550)

(4,163,130)

11,564
198,067

(2,303,688)

5,127
(218,677)

(4,163,130)

5,127
192,940

7,695,359

2,440

8,230,971

-219,534

(9,999,047)

(221,117)

(12,394,101)

412,474

(9,999,047)
46,235,885
-0.22 $

(221,117)
(12,394,101)
98,567,777
33,472,144
-0.00 $
-0.37 $

Financing Costs
EBT
Non-Recurring Expenses
Taxes
Net Profit (Loss)
FOREX Translation Adj.
Comprehensive Net Profit (Loss)
Shares outstanding
EPS

$

412,474
93,015,604
0.00

Source: FRC, Financial Statements

The company does not record COGS, which falls in line with their royalty investment business
model. Expenses of the company instead fall within the operating and non-operating expenses
of the company.
Margins
Gross
EBITDA
EBIT
Net

Q3-2018
100.00%
-480.74%
-480.74%
-2086.61%

Q3-2019
100.00%
-41.68%
-42.45%
-43.95%

2018 (9M)
100.00%
-868.77%
-868.77%
-2586.42%

2019 (9M)
100.00%
7.07%
6.68%
13.91%

Source: FRC, Financial Statements

The company reported EBITDA of -$0.21 million for Q3-FY2019 and EBITDA of $0.21
million for the nine months. Net earnings were -$0.22 million (EPS: -$0.00) for Q3-FY2019
and $0.41 million (EPS: $0.00) for the nine months. However, if revenues are adjusted to omit
the restructuring fee charged to CTI, EBITDA would have been -$1.35 million for the nine
months reported for FY2019. Conversely, adjusted net earnings would have been -$1.15
million (EPS: -$0.01) for the nine months.
The following table provides a summary of FinCanna’s cashflows. Free cash flows (“FCF”)
have been negative due to cash deployment for both investing activities (royalty funding) as
well as a large amount of FinCanna’s revenues being non-cash.
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Summary of Cash Flows
($, mm)
Operating
Investing
Financing
Effects of Exchange Rate
Net

2018 (9M)
-$3.65
-$5.23
$11.52
$0.00
$2.65

2019 (9M)
-$0.73
-$7.37
$8.14
$0.00
$0.04

-$8.88

-$8.10

Free Cash Flows to Firm (FCF)

Source: FRC, Financial Statements

At the end of Q3-FY2019, the company had a cash position of $2.76 million and working
capital of $1.67 million, as well as a current ratio of 1.87x. On January 11, 2019, the company
announced that it had closed a secured convertible debenture sale for gross proceeds of $2.40
million. The debentures, which mature on January 11, 2021, carries an interest rate of 12%
per annum and are convertible into common shares at a price of $0.20 per share. The
debentures also include sweeteners in the form of warrants exercisable at $0.30 per share. In
addition to the $2.40 million convertible debt raise which is reflected in their most recent
reporting, the company closed a second tranche for $2.40 million on February 11, 2019.
(in C$) - YE April 30th
Liquidity & Capital Structure
Cash
Working Capital
Current Ratio
LT Debt
Total Debt
LT Debt / Capital
Total Debt / Capital
Total Invested Capital

$
$
$
$

$

Q3-2019
2,759,610
1,671,339
1.87
1,874,987
2,136,348
0.09
0.10
19,124,328

Source: FRC, Financial Statements

Stock Options and Warrants: We estimate that the company has 6.30 million stock options
(weighted average exercise price of $0.41), and 73.13 million warrants (weighted average
exercise price of $0.37) outstanding. None of the options and warrants are in the money.
Valuation

Our revenue projections for FinCanna through to FY2022 are presented below:
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Source: FRC
Our consolidated income statement projections for FinCanna through to FY2022 are
presented below:
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STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(in C$) - YE April 30th
Revenue
COGS
Gross Profit

2019E
3,469,389

2020E
4,362,777

2021E
7,475,767

2022E
12,451,959

3,469,389

4,362,777

7,475,767

12,451,959

EXPENSES
SG&A Expense
Share-based Compensation
EBITDA

2,914,334
618,869
(63,814)

3,205,767
928,304
228,707

3,526,344
1,392,455
2,556,968

4,055,296
2,088,683
6,307,980

Depreciation & Amortization
EBIT

15,419
(79,233)

16,190
212,517

16,190
2,540,778

16,190
6,291,790

125,127
(204,360)

576,000
(363,483)

456,000
2,084,778

6,291,790

(363,483)

562,890
1,521,888

1,698,783
4,593,007

Financing Costs
EBT
Non-Recurring Expenses
Taxes
Net Profit (Loss)
FOREX Translation Adj.
Comprehensive Net Profit (Loss)
Shares outstanding
EPS

-219,534
15,174

15,174
(363,483)
1,521,888
4,593,007
107,356,401
107,356,401
107,356,401 107,356,401
$
0.00 $
-0.00 $
0.01 $
0.04

Source: FRC

Our forecasts are based on the following assumptions:
 GCI: As there is little information regarding GCI’s pricing or commercial roll-out
plans, we base our forecasts on the expected yield on the company’s other royalty
investments.
 RRT: Extraction capacity is based on the comparables we had outlined earlier, and
pricing is determined by applying our oil multiplier to the base dried price.
 QVI: Expected sales per square-foot is based on the sales-per-square-foot of other
California cannabis edibles manufacturers.
 CTI: Similar to RRT, extraction capacity is based on the comparables outlined earlier,
adjusted for CTI’s square-footage.
 A revenue discount factor is applied to all the estimated revenues from investees, and
we believe that this reflects uncertainty of cash flows and lack of information about
investees, as well as potential future dilution of the company’s royalty percentage.
 Long-term EBITDA margin of 50%. This is based on the margins exhibited by mining
royalty companies, which we believe exhibit a very similar business model to the
company. Mining royalty company comparables are outlined in a below section.
 Financing costs are based on the interest payments on the company’s convertible debt.
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 The company should be fully funded for all expected upcoming royalty investments.
Note that CTI’s partial loan repayment is considered an investing cash flow, and as a
result offsets, CAPEX in our DCF model.
Discounted Cash Flow Valuation
Our DCF valuation on FinCanna’s shares is $0.36 per share.
DCF Model

2019E

EBIT(1-tax)
Non-Cash Expenses
Investment in WC
CFO

$ -277,300
$ -301,457
$ -810,710
$ -1,389,467

CAPEX
FCF
PV

$
$
$

Discount Rate
Terminal Growth Rate
Total PV
Cash - Debt
Equity Value
Shares O/S (dil)
Fair Value

2020E
$
$
$
$

471,071 $
-918,396 $
-918,396 $

155,137
944,493
-218,139
881,492

2021E

2022E

Terminal

$ 1,854,768 $ 4,593,007
$ 1,408,645 $ 2,104,872
$ -529,438 $ -497,619
$ 2,733,975 $ 6,200,260

-16,190 $
-16,190 $
-16,190
865,302 $ 2,717,785 $ 6,184,071 $
752,437 $ 2,055,036 $ 4,066,127 $

6,369,593
34,900,922

15%
3%
$
$
$
$

40,856,126
-2,505,322
38,350,805
107,356,401
0.36

Source: FRC

For our discount rate, we utilized a weighted average cost of capital (“WACC”) of 15%. This
is based on the average cost of equity (“ROE”) and debt-to-capital structure exhibited in the
wider cannabis industry. We also used a return on debt that reflects the average rate of longterm corporate debt. An equity risk premium has also been added to the WACC to reflect that
the company’s primarily U.S. investments carry significant geopolitical risk.
Price-to-Book Valuation
As we had mentioned in the assumptions behind our revenue forecasts, we believe that a
comparable business model is the mining royalty investment business model. Like FinCanna,
mining royalty companies fund miners/ operators in the mining space in return for revenue or
earnings royalties. The largest difference between FinCanna and mining royalty companies is
that mining royalties have a finite life based on the remaining operating life of an investee’s
mine. As these companies’ largest contributions to their investees is financing (most will also
offer operational expertise and some form of management consulting, but this is not their main
offering to investees), a royalty company can be said to be similar to a general investment
fund. Because of this, the price to book metric can be reasonably applied, as it looks at how
the market values the company’s net assets (which are largely the company’s royalty
investments at carrying value less the company’s debt and other liabilities). Based on this, and
the similarity in business model to mining royalty companies, we also value FinCanna based
on the price-to-book exhibited by the mining royalty companies outlined below.
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Company
EBITDA Margin EBIT Margin Net Margin
Franco-Nevada Corp.
78.70%
29.00%
21.40%
Wheaton Precious Metals Corp.
63.00%
31.10%
53.80%
Osisko Gold Royalties Ltd.
19.70%
Labrador Iron Ore Royalty Corp.
73.60%
98.60%
Sandstorm Gold Ltd.
64.20%
16.90%
8.00%
Altius Minerals Corp.
67.15%
35.92%
2.58%
Cobalt 27 Capital Corp.
37.57%
74.72%
Maverix Metals Inc.
73.44%
21.99%
7.96%
Average
61.03%
35.15%
38.15%

P/B
3.00
2.00
1.30
3.50
1.70
1.71
0.44
2.09
1.97

Source: FRC

Based on the above average price-to-book of 1.97x, we value FinCanna at $0.43 per share.
Note that the company’s book value used in the computation has been adjusted to include
remaining funding.
After reviewing FinCanna’s business, the quality of the management team and their
execution plan, and our valuation models, we are initiating coverage on FinCanna with
a BUY rating and a fair value estimate of $0.39 per share. This is the average between our
two valuations outlined above.
Risks

We believe the company is exposed to the following risks (list is non-exhaustive):
 Cannabis is illegal at the federal level in the U.S. Though it is legal at the state level
in some capacity in most U.S. states, the illegality of cannabis federally still poses
significant risk to cannabis businesses and the operations of the company’s investee.
Risks can include changing legislation.
 As the company does not acquire a board seat or equity in the investee, it may be
difficult to enact corporate actions to maximize return or minimize costs. The
company’s returns are largely determined by the effectiveness of the operating team
of the investee, minimizing the ability of the company to actively manage their
investment.
 Access to capital and share dilution.
 Liquidity risk.
 Exchange rate risk.
We are initiating coverage with a risk rating of 4 (Speculative).
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Appendix
STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(in C$) - YE April 30th
Revenue
COGS
Gross Profit

2018
838,148

2019E
3,469,389

2020E
4,362,777

838,148

3,469,389

4,362,777

EXPENSES
SG&A Expense
Share-based Compensation
EBITDA

4,185,411
1,459,878
(4,807,141)

2,914,334
618,869
(63,814)

3,205,767
928,304
228,707

Depreciation & Amortization
EBIT

(4,807,141)

15,419
(79,233)

16,190
212,517

(4,807,141)

125,127
(204,360)

576,000
(363,483)

7,888,398

-219,534

(12,695,539)

15,174

Financing Costs
EBT
Non-Recurring Expenses
Taxes
Net Profit (Loss)
FOREX Translation Adj.
Comprehensive Net Profit (Loss)
Shares outstanding
EPS
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BALANCE SHEET
(in C$) - YE April 30th
ASSETS
CURRENT
Cash and Cash Equiv.
A/R
Inventory
GST
Prepaids
Subscriptions Receivable
Loans Receivable
Advance to Suppliers
Related Parties
Total Current Assets

2018

2,716,030

PPE
Profit Sharing Agreement
Loan
Royalty Investments
Total Assets

2019E

2020E

4,742,807
693,878

5,089,489
872,555

68,434
517,892
11,100

346,939

436,278

3,313,456

5,783,624

6,398,322
80,948

758,478
8,047,696
1,013,100
13,132,730

80,948
758,478
6,080,299
14,151,977
26,855,325

6,080,299
14,910,455
27,470,023

LIABILITIES
CURRENT
A/P
Convertible Debt
Total Current Liabilities

402,352

1,040,817

1,090,694

402,352

1,040,817

1,090,694

Convertible Debt
Total Liabilities

402,352

4,800,000
5,840,817

4,800,000
5,890,694

SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY
Share Capital
Reserves
Convertible Debt (Equity)
Deficit
Total shareholders’ equity (deficiency)

23,041,484
2,909,757

30,691,571
3,528,626

30,691,571
4,456,930

(13,220,863)
12,730,378

(13,205,689)
21,014,508

(13,569,172)
21,579,329

Total Liabilities and Shareholders Equity

13,132,730

26,855,325

27,470,023
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(in C$) - YE April 30th

2018

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net Profit for the Year

(12,695,539)

Adjusted for items not involving cash:
Amortization
Interest Income on Loan
Restructuring Fee
FOREX
Finance Expense on Loan
Listing Expense
SBC
Shares for Services
Shares for Finders Fees
Funds From Operations

2019E

15,174

(363,483)

15,419
(1,293,898)
(1,559,515)
(219,534)

16,190

7,888,398
1,459,878
21,000

618,869

928,304

(4,113,436)

(2,423,485)

581,010

(838,148)
50,975

Change in working capital
A/R
GST
Prepaids
A/P
Deferred Charges
NET CASH USED IN OPERATING ACTIVITIES

(57,881)
(494,525)
305,989

(693,878)
68,434
170,953
638,465

(4,359,853)

(2,239,511)

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
PPE
Cash on RTO
Loans
Royalties
NET CASH USED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES

432,488
(6,878,701)
(1,013,100)
(7,459,313)

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Equity Issue
Subscription
Subscriptions Received in Advance
Issue Costs
Convertible Debt
Exercise of Options
Exercise of Warrants
Exercise of Agent's Options
NET CASH FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

2020E

15,050,091

(178,678)
(89,339)
49,878
362,871

(96,366)

(16,190)

5,040,344
(11,838,877)
(6,894,899)

(16,190)

6,350,087
11,100

(1,674,015)
4,800,000
1,131,170
14,507,246

11,161,187

2,688,080
27,950
2,716,030

2,026,777
2,716,030
4,742,807

-

Foreign Exchange / Others
INCREASE IN CASH FOR THE YEAR
CASH, BEGINNING OF THE YEAR
CASH, END OF THE YEAR
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For details on FinCanna's disclaimer and Forward Looking Statements please visit:https://www.fincannacapital.com/corporate/forward-looking-statement/
Fundamental Research Corp. Equity Rating Scale:
Buy – Annual expected rate of return exceeds 12% or the expected return is commensurate with risk
Hold – Annual expected rate of return is between 5% and 12%
Sell – Annual expected rate of return is below 5% or the expected return is not commensurate with risk
Suspended or Rating N/A— Coverage and ratings suspended until more information can be obtained from the company regarding recent events.
Fundamental Research Corp. Risk Rating Scale:
1 (Low Risk) - The company operates in an industry where it has a strong position (for example a monopoly, high market share etc.) or operates in a regulated industry.
The future outlook is stable or positive for the industry. The company generates positive free cash flow and has a history of profitability. The capital structure is
conservative with little or no debt.
2 (Below Average Risk) - The company operates in an industry where the fundamentals and outlook are positive. The industry and company are relatively less sensitive
to systematic risk than companies with a Risk Rating of 3. The company has a history of profitability and has demonstrated its ability to generate positive free cash flows
(though current free cash flow may be negative due to capital investment). The company’s capital structure is conservative with little to modest use of debt.
3 (Average Risk) - The company operates in an industry that has average sensitivity to systematic risk. The industry may be cyclical. Profits and cash flow are sensitive
to economic factors although the company has demonstrated its ability to generate positive earnings and cash flow. Debt use is in line with industry averages, and coverage
ratios are sufficient.
4 (Speculative) - The company has little or no history of generating earnings or cash flow. Debt use is higher. These companies may be in start-up mode or in a turnaround
situation. These companies should be considered speculative.
5 (Highly Speculative) - The company has no history of generating earnings or cash flow. They may operate in a new industry with new, and unproven products. Products
may be at the development stage, testing, or seeking regulatory approval. These companies may run into liquidity issues, and may rely on external funding. These stocks
are considered highly speculative.
Disclaimers and Disclosure
The opinions expressed in this report are the true opinions of the analyst about this company and industry. Any “forward looking statements” are our best estimates and
opinions based upon information that is publicly available and that we believe to be correct, but we have not independently verified with respect to truth or correctness.
There is no guarantee that our forecasts will materialize. Actual results will likely vary. The Analyst and FRC do not own shares of the subject company. Fees were paid
by CALI to FRC. The purpose of the fee is to subsidize the high costs of research and monitoring. FRC takes steps to ensure independence including setting fees in
advance and utilizing analysts who must abide by CFA Institute Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct. Additionally, analysts may not trade in any
security under coverage. Our full editorial control of all research, timing of release of the reports, and release of liability for negative reports are protected contractually.
To further ensure independence, CALI has agreed to a minimum coverage term including an initial report and three updates. Coverage cannot be unilaterally terminated.
Distribution procedure: our reports are distributed first to our web-based subscribers on the date shown on this report then made available to delayed access users through
various other channels for a limited time.
The distribution of FRC’s ratings are as follows: BUY (71%), HOLD (7%), SELL / SUSPEND (22%).
To subscribe for real-time access to research, visit http://www.researchfrc.com/subscribe.php for subscription options.
This report contains "forward looking" statements. Forward-looking statements regarding the Company and/or stock’s performance inherently involve risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ from such forward-looking statements. Factors that would cause or contribute to such differences include, but are not
limited to, continued acceptance of the Company's products/services in the marketplace; acceptance in the marketplace of the Company's new product lines/services;
competitive factors; new product/service introductions by others; technological changes; dependence on suppliers; systematic market risks and other risks discussed in the
Company's periodic report filings, including interim reports, annual reports, and annual information forms filed with the various securities regulators. By making these
forward looking statements, Fundamental Research Corp. and the analyst/author of this report undertakes no obligation to update these statements for revisions or changes
after the date of this report. A report initiating coverage will most often be updated quarterly while a report issuing a rating may have no further or less frequent updates
because the subject company is likely to be in earlier stages where nothing material may occur quarter to quarter.
Fundamental Research Corp DOES NOT MAKE ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AS TO RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED FROM USING THIS
INFORMATION AND MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE. ANYONE USING THIS REPORT
ASSUMES FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR WHATEVER RESULTS THEY OBTAIN FROM WHATEVER USE THE INFORMATION WAS PUT TO. ALWAYS
TALK TO YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR BEFORE YOU INVEST. WHETHER A STOCK SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN A PORTFOLIO DEPENDS ON ONE’S
RISK TOLERANCE, OBJECTIVES, SITUATION, RETURN ON OTHER ASSETS, ETC. ONLY YOUR INVESTMENT ADVISOR WHO KNOWS YOUR UNIQUE
CIRCUMSTANCES CAN MAKE A PROPER RECOMMENDATION AS TO THE MERIT OF ANY PARTICULAR SECURITY FOR INCLUSION IN YOUR
PORTFOLIO. This REPORT is solely for informative purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. It is not intended as being a complete
description of the company, industry, securities or developments referred to in the material. Any forecasts contained in this report were independently prepared unless
otherwise stated, and HAVE NOT BEEN endorsed by the Management of the company which is the subject of this report. Additional information is available upon
request. THIS REPORT IS COPYRIGHT. YOU MAY NOT REDISTRIBUTE THIS REPORT WITHOUT OUR PERMISSION. Please give proper credit, including
citing Fundamental Research Corp and/or the analyst, when quoting information from this report.
The information contained in this report is intended to be viewed only in jurisdictions where it may be legally viewed and is not intended for use by any person or entity
in any jurisdiction where such use would be contrary to local regulations or which would require any registration requirement within such jurisdiction
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